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A CHINESE JOURNALIST ON THE AMERICAN WAY
By EDWARD A. GARGAN, Special to the New York Times

ALBANY, March 10— Americans. They're nationalistic. They buy on credit. The Democrats are
foundering. Mayor Koch twists arms and Governor Cuomo is an intellectual.

These are a few random impressions of Zhao Jinglun, a journalist and economist from China who has
been traveling the United States for three years to see ''what holds this country together.''

In the past month, among the melange of legislators, lobbyists, aides and journalists here, the 59-year-old
Mr. Zhao has been wandering into committee hearings, appearing at the Governor's news conferences and
strolling the sweeping sandstone staircases of the Capitol. The Typical American

''Who is the typical American?'' asked Mr. Zhao. ''Of all the people I encountered, only some Texans
claimed to be typical. But the rodeo and the ten-gallon hat for that matter, are no more typical than, say,
New England's town meetings.

''I'm not exactly trying to sell the Western democratic system, But I think there are things that China can
learn from it.'' Mr. Zhao said he has had trouble getting what he wanted published in China. ''I did an
interview with Seymour Martin Lipset and they cut out the parts on equality and the American creed,'' he
said. ''They asked me, 'How can you talk about equality in a moribund capitalist society?' ''

While Mr. Zhao is not new to this country - he studied economics at Vanderbilt and Harvard Universities
in the late 1940's - the change and upheaval that have swept China since 1949 have, he said, profoundly
altered his perceptions of the United States on this second visit.

When the Cultural Revolution broke out, Mr. Zhao was stripped of his job as a journalist and sent to
Henan Province. Before he returned to the United States in 1980, first as a Nieman Fellow and then on a
Ford Foundation grant, Mr. Zhao worked in Peking as managing editor of the monthly ''Reference for
Editors and Translators,'' a selection of translated articles from foreign newspapers and periodicals that is
circulated to a select group of intellectuals and Government officials. Comity Called Society's Glue

''I've tried to figure out what holds this country together,'' Mr. Zhao said. ''The stock answer is the
American creed. Comity is what makes this society great and stable. As the pie is no longer growing,
comity seems to be weakening.

''I would say all Americans are basically conservative because they don't want to tamper with the
fundamentals, with the Constitution. Even people who are out of work do not attack the system. Therein
lies your strength. But what worries me, though I haven't made up my mind yet, is the lack of idealism in
the general public.''
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Illustrations: photo of Zhao Jinglun
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